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Downsizing—New btialleng|e$ and

The impact ofdownsizing on software and services firms wOl

be just as profound as the impact on the management of

inffflmation systems within userfirm s. It will create challenges

and c^qxxtunities, and may fundamentally change the channel

^nicture. pricing strategies and OTganization of the industry

on a permanoit basis. This Indletin, drawn on inftxmation

from input's soon to be published TheImpactsofDownsizing

onIfrfbrrmnonTechmlo:^Vendors,e^aii^^

and opportunities I '
^ ^

"

The two underlying motivations that will

change the shape of the information technology

0T) industry over the next 5 years are: the

continued migration of buying authority to the

end user, and the on-going evolution of client/

server (C/S) technology.

As end users continue to take cMb^ of their

destiny, the current trend to solution buying

will be accelerated. End users, even in post-

downsized enviroimients, are more interested

in purchasing a solution that meets their

needs than they are in building their own.

Furthermore, it is imlikely that end users will

retain the level of full development staffs that

central IS functions have traditionally

maintained, "nius, as a focal point for buying

shifts, vendors will increasingly need to

demonstrat^,j|jbiM:.^ttyto <^ tQtil

solutions.

Selling to end uscts has a number of other

characteristics that will necessitate changes^

vendor strategy. End user executive

management is seldom enamored with the

razzle dazzle of technology. The primary

credibility test for vendors will become their

abiUty to discuss the business issues and

solutiqis that are relevant to the buying

There will be a lot more buyers in any

situation. As individual operating units

assimie responsibility for the bulk of their

systems activities, the number of contact

points for a vendor in a given firm will grow.

Likewise, the coordination and pohtical

problems associated in dealing with these

#veis&ta#rests and prioritK*«iiltai€f^^

Finally, end users* interests will be foci^
on results. Methodologies, processes iiB«4

techniques, although necessary and

appreciated, will not take the place of timely

delivery of results. End users also willexp^
vendors to carry more of the responiAaa^l^

for the delivery of results than has

traditionally been the case whjen vendors

dealt primarily with central
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Client/Server Technology

Today, no single vendor appears to provide a

complete package in terms of the client/server

environment. Some promote hardware, others

c^rating systems, and still others focus on user

interfaces. Unfortunately, obtaining a

meaningful business solution in the downsized

C/S environment requires the successful

integration of these "pieces" of technology with

effective applications software. Furthermore,

vendors (with some exceptions), which have

beea on the leading edge with some of these

technologies, tend to be smaller, un4er funded

and not nearly as well organized on a

geographic and marketing basis as they need to

be in order to handle the global requirements of

siq^dft^^^^itfgM^^iiMi^ a major

corporatibiL

Whether small or large, all vendors share some
common problems brou|^t !Q^,b^Jt:y|jidoptioii

of C/S architectures.
'

• Professionals who imderstand the effective

application and integration ofJtiese

scaioe.

• Hie investment required to move their

existing infrastructures and/or products to

support the C/S environment is hkely to be

significant.

Ch^jtiges and Opportunities

The forces described above will impact various

market segments in different ways. Systems

integrators will be impacted differently than,

say, network services companies. Let's take a

brief look at how four groupings of vendors are

likely lo be affected:

• S^l^^ms integrators and professional services

• Outsourcers (traditional systems operations

ODinpanies)

ts and turnkey systems

Netw<xk and proc^sis^ jmvices firms

ITsPUT-

Systems Integrators and
Professional Services Firms

The biggest challenge facing these firms will be

the acquisition and/or retraining of personnel in

the technologies and disciplines required to

deliver downsized solutions. The job will not

be made any easier by the fact that downsized

environments tend to be heterogeneous with

few industry accepted standards. Also, the

demand for tlie limited pool of already qualified

professionals will come from user organizations

as well as other information services vendors.

On the other hand, with the exception of pure

"body shops," most professional services firms

traditionally have a vertical market focus,

which should be leverageable when selling to

end users—many also have significant expertise

in specific applications. Retooling these

capabilities to deal with C/S architecture should

provide significant opportunities.

Outsourcers

To the extent that outsourcers are involved in SI

and professional services activities, either as

part of their normal business, or stand-alone

contracts, they confront the same problems as

SI and professional services firms. However,

they face some other unique challenges as well.

• Downsizing will gnaw away at the number
and size of "glass houses" available as

outsourcing targets.

• As users turn to outsourcers to manage their

traditional environments while they

downsize, outsourcers will be confronted

with contracts that forecast decreasing

requirements for mainframe cycles and

storage over the contract life. This is exactly

the opposite of their normal business

situation, and works against the outsourcer's

traditional business model of leverage

through constantly increasing economy of

scale.

Nevertheless, some significant opportunities

exist:
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• By carefully orchestrating packaging and

pricing, outsourcers should be able to xmike a

big market in '*trsmitiomil" OffmOB^^f^M
downsize.

• Downsized environments will provide new
opportunities for desktop services as well as

Software Products—Turnkey

These vendors will face some of the biggest

challenges over the next several years. To meet

end user requirements for industrial strength

applications, operating on C7S technol(^p«

distributed environments will require a

complete restructuring of the software industry,

^ products, taeXHm^ of delivery and prMiif.

• Those firms that have focused on high-

integrity applications for the "blue"

HmTonment, will need to <

Firms producing workstation and PC
Sitftware, traditionally focused on the

individual user, will need tfi4i0lrwc^

• Everyone wpl need to think in terms of

And, all this needs to happen in an environment

m which development funding is scarce and

Whereas the challenges are tough the

The demand for industry specific and c- oss-

industry applications software, which operate

ipth integriity on downsized envliMHiiSis

• Because few, if any, standards exist, the

opportunity to develop (through alliances or

alone) distributed integrated platforms, which

provide a standard applications developmedt

imeface for applications software, presents a

significant opportunity. These platforms

could, in effect, become de facto industry

standards.

Network It^racessing Services
Firms

To some degree, network and processing

ser/ices firms are less impacted than software

and professional services companies by the

downsizing trend. Nevertheless, they will be

• For processing services vendors, downsizing

poses some threats. As transaction

fODcessing costs diop in^itm^mUSm^
price performance improvements on the

desktop, processing services firms will need

to be able to demonstrate more added value

through application sophisticaticsiwd
functionality in order to compe^tHWt a

Network services companies offeriii^

applications will need to provide an

increasing number of connect and protocol

ttanslation options to service customers with

• Network services companies in the busing
of providing information will need to

consider alternate approaches to the delivwy,

packaging and pricing of information in the

face of constantly decreasing prices for CD
ROM and a growing interest in multimedia

information systems.

Here again, however, there are

opportunities for the takmg:

• Faced with more complex netwcwk design

and management functions, users are hkely to

look outside for firms that can provide the

required management of physical and log^t^
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Exhbiti

Downsizing Challenges and Opportunities for IS Vendors

Vendor Class Challenges Opportunities

81 and Professional

Services Firms

• Developing and maintaining

in-house technical expertise

• Lack of Standardization

• Geographic coverage

• Downsizing SI engagements

• uownsizing meinoaoiogies

• Distributed applk»tions templates

Outsourcers
. ^ '%t

Fewer/smaller mainframes
as targets.

*''^^|8^{^ scale

• Indt^try spedfk: offerings

• Transitional outsourcing

• Desktop servk»s

Software Producis
Turnkey Systems Firms

• E}£@ttf^pe^lil^^(K^^ts

• Lsfiik of platform standards

• Industry fragmentation and

• C/S applications products

• Distributed integrated platforms (DIP)

• iMetworK managemeni sortware

Network and Processing

Sei^j^ffirms

• Decreasing transaction

processing costs

• New gateway, protocol

bandwidth requirements

• Delivery, packaging, pricing

• NcAwoik outsourcing

• Network management

• Specialized transaction processing

Source: INPUT

* Some applications simply camiot be

downsized. On-line reservations systems and

large customer information files are good

examples. Faced with keeping the

mainframe to deal with these applications, or

utilizing an outside vendor with mainframe

processing capabilities, it'siitete^^Wt usea-s

will choose the latter.

Overall Assessment

It's all in your point of view. Whether the glass

is half empty or half full will depend on how a

particular vendor positions itself to address the

challenges and leverage the opportunities.

Eii^bit 1 summarizes the challenges and

opportunities. INPUT believes that the

opportunities outweigh the challenges.

• The downsizing revolution is stimulating the

first major shift in computing architectures

since the advent of the IBM 360, creating

major opportunities for outside vendors.

• This shift in underlying architecture is

stimulating a major re-engineering of

applications suites.

These forces for change, coupled with a

growing demand from end-user buyers, should

drive more IT dollars into the information

services market over the next several years,

stimulating growth.

This Research Bulletin is issued as part of INPUT'S Downsizing Information Systems Program.
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